
L E O N  R E S I D E N T I A L

Sound + Style for 
Any Space
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The Fine Art of Custom Audio

Art is an evolution—a balance of craftsmanship, creativity, and 
vision. While our company has evolved over the last 25 years, our 
vision has  remained the same: to mix art with audio and design 
with technology. From inspiration to fabrication, our team of 
designers, engineers, and craftsmen and women meticulously 
produce the finest quality speakers, benchmade in the USA.

Leon is recognized throughout the industry for our award-winning 
sound and unrivaled level of customization. Every product that 
leaves our shop is built by hand, custom tailored to your exact 
specifications. Whether it’s designed to match the dimensions of
your display or finished to integrate with the décor, we promise 
to deliver sound + style to any space in the home.
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S O U N D B A R S  &  T V  S P E A K E R S
 

The Original Built to Match 
TV Speakers
Bring premium sound to any TV with our Horizon soundbars 
or Profile sidemount speakers. Custom built to match the 
exact width or height of any TV, Horizon and Profile provide an 
immersive listening experience with a discreet aesthetic to 
blend into any room in the home.

Horizon Soundbars 
Models ranging from ultra-thin  
to reference-grade to perfectly 
suit any space. 

Available in 18 models

FrameBar for Samsung’s  
The Frame TV 
Designed to match the exact 
width and finish of Samsung’s 
The Frame TV

Profile Sidemount Speakers 
Models ranging from ultra-thin to 
reference-grade to perfectly suit 
any space

Available in 11 models

Ultra-thin Horizon soundbar
Installation by Monarch AV
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T I M B R E  B O O K S H E L F  S P E A K E R S
 

Classic Style, Authentic Sound

Like fine musical instruments, Timbre bookshelf & tower speakers 
are handcrafted to provide full-range sound in a classic design. 
Perfect as standalone speakers for dedicated listening rooms or 
as surround speakers in a home theater.

Standard Finishes

Timbre Bookshelf Speakers  
Compact bookshelf speakers 
handcrafted and custom built to 
deliver refined sound with musical 
tonality for any listening room.

Available in 5 models

Timbre Tower Speakers  
Flagship tower speakers with built-
in side-firing subwoofer. Ideal for 
dedicated listening rooms for even 
the most discerning audiophile.

Timbre Tower speakers with built-
in subwoofers in Walnut

Installation by Powers IoT 
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Axis In-Ceiling Speakers 
Premium in-ceiling speakers with 
optional square grilles and custom 
paint options to suit any design 

Available in 5 models

Vault In-Wall Speakers 
Handcrafted in-wall speakers that 
provide high-performance sound 
with custom paint options 

Available in 3 models

Detail On-Wall Speakers 
Handcrafted surround speakers 
that provide an immersive 
listening experience 

Available in 6 models

A R C H I T E C T U R A L  S P E A K E R S
 

Immersive Sound, Discreet 
Design

Our range of architectural speakers are finely tuned to provide 
balanced sound throughout the entire home. We offer on-wall, 
in-wall, and in-ceiling models with a variety of custom finishes 
and grille options to blend into any living space.

CUSTOM FINISHES 

Our architectural speakers can  
be painted to match any wall color, 

paint code, or fabric swatch.

Custom-painted Axis in-ceiling speakers
Installation by AV Design & Integration
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Aaros In-Wall Subwoofer 
8” in-wall subwoofer perfect for 
applications where floor space 
is limited. Available with custom 
painted grille options.

Aaros Ultra-Thin Subwoofer 
10” ultra-thin subwoofer with 
superb tonal balance. Available 
with down-firing kit to completely 
conceal beneath the furniture.

A A R O S  S U B W O O F E R S
 

Refined Low End, Compact 
Design

Our Aaros subwoofers provide refined, cinematic sound for 
spaces that demand both subtlety and power. And with discreet 
cabinet options for in-room and in-wall applications, Aaros can 
be hidden beneath the furniture or left out on display.

L3-1K AMPLIFIER 

Pair Aaros with our Class A/B 
subwoofer amplifier for deep, 

controlled bass.
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T E R R A
 

Rugged Speakers to 
Withstand the Elements
Providing high-performance audio for even the most demanding 
environments, Terra outdoor speakers are IP67-rated and feature 
marine-grade drivers in precision-fit, waterproof cabinets.

Terra SIX Outdoor Speakers
An IP67-rated enclosure designed to withstand 
even the harshest conditions, while providing 
high-performance sound with optimal coverage. 

Available in 3 models

Terra FIVE Outdoor Speakers
A contemporary cabinet designed to withstand 
the elements while providing high-performance 
sound with maximum coverage. 

Available in 3 models

Terra Axis In-Ceiling Outdoor Speakers
High-performance sound in a fully waterproof 
enclosure—perfect for shower stalls, saunas, 
pool houses, boats, and more.

Available in 3 models

Terra Boundary Outdoor Speakers
Solid aluminum speakers with a UV and 
saltwater-resistant finish. Available in Black 
and White or any custom finish.

Available in 2 models
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T E R R A  L U M I N S O U N D
 

Illuminating Sound
Terra LuminSound outdoor speakers feature high-performance
audio and optional lighting in ultra-durable waterproof enclosures. 
And with finish options designed to blend in to any landscape,
LuminSound is the perfect complement to any outdoor space.

Standard Finishes

Premium Finishes

Terra LuminSound
High-performance audio and 
optional 360° LED lighting in one 
compact, waterproof enclosure

Terra LuminSound Bollard
High-performance audio and 
optional 360° LED lighting in 
an aluminum, bollard-style 
waterproof enclosure

Terra LuminSound with 
integrated 360° lighting
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Custom-painted Edge Media Frame 
with integrated Horizon soundbar

Installation by TRIPhase

E D G E  M E D I A  F R A M E
 

Frame the TV, Hide the Wires

Inspired by Mid Century media furnishings, Edge Media Frame is 
handcrafted from solid hardwood and encases any TV and soundbar
in one simple design. Framing all sides of the display while neatly 
concealing the mounting and wiring, Edge brings the finishing 
touch to any home entertainment system.

Standard Finishes

Edge Media Frame 
Handcrafted to house any display 
and soundbar, Edge conceals the 
mounting and wiring in one simple 
contemporary design.
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Moving Art Screens
Hide any TV behind fine artwork 
and custom frames—all powered 
by ultra-silent Lutron motors.

Available in 2 models

Eclipse Art Lifts
Slide original artwork, mirrors, 
or decorative panels to reveal and 
conceal the TV behind it.

Available in 3 models

M E D I A  D É C O R
 

Technology that Moves You
Media Décor elegantly blends design with technology to 
enhance any home entertainment system. Custom designed to 
seamlessly integrate into any space, Media Décor has options 
to conceal any TV behind beautifully printed artwork and 
handcrafted frames.

Elite Moving Art Screen shown with 
custom artwork and frame

Installation by Lelch Audio Video
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E N T E  S O U N D T I L E
 

Transform Art into Audio
Art and audio in one, Ente SoundTile features reference-grade 
audio hidden behind custom screen printed artwork. And with 
hundreds of artwork options including our curated Artist Edition 
prints to choose from, Ente SoundTile provides a blank canvas 
to add your personal style to any room in the home.

Frame Options

Ente SoundTile diptych with custom 
printed photography

Installation by FORT Architecture

Ente SoundTile
A plug-and-play zone of reference-
grade audio hidden behind custom 
printed artwork

Available in 3 models
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T O N E C A S E  F O R  S O N O S
 

Sound by Sonos. Style by Leon.
Tonecase integrates Sonos into any space, allowing the speakers
to work harmoniously with your décor. From custom grilles that 
conceal the Sonos Arc to hand-finished hardwood cases, we’ve 
brought Leon’s signature style and unrivaled craftsmanship to 
enhance the Sonos experience.

Tonecase FIT Universal
Mount any Sonos soundbar 
directly to the TV, while elegantly 
concealing it behind a custom-
width grille

Available in 3 models

Sonos Mounting Brackets
Mount the Sonos One or One-SL  
directly to the wall with multiple 
points of articulation while hiding 
the outlet and power cord

Tonecase FIT Universal for Sonos Arc. 
Installation by Livewire

Tonecase FIT Universal for Sonos Arc 
hidden behind custom-width grille

Installation by SAV
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T O N E C A S E  F O R  S O N O S
 

Hardwood Cabinets for Sonos

Transform your Sonos bookshelf speaker or soundbar into an 
elegant furnishing that complements any interior design.

Standard Finishes

Tonecase Bar for Sonos Arc in Matte Black 
with Granite grille

Installation by AV Design & Integration, NY

Tonecase Hardwood Cabinets
Add classic style with hardwood 
cabinets for Sonos bookshelf 
speakers and soundbars

Designer Grille Fabrics
Choose from our curated 
collection of grille fabrics for 
an even more custom look.

Tonecase Bar
Handcrafted cabinet for any Sonos 
soundbar built to match the exact 
width of any TV
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Custom to the Core 
 
We take great pride in being a completely custom shop—taking 
ideas from inspiration to design and fabrication. Our build-to- 
order approach offers the ability to customize almost every aspect 
of our speakers—from custom paint colors and finishes to custom 
grilles—even custom dimensions.

Custom Contour Grille
Match the contour of any TV, including 
accommodations for logos or IR sensors

Designer Grille Fabrics
Choose from our curated collection of 
grille fabrics for a more custom look.

Custom Hardwood
Specify a custom hardwood to match any 
room design

Custom Painted Cabinet
Match any color code, wood stain, or 
paint sample to complement any room

Completely Custom
Work with our team of expert engineers 
and designers to bring your idea to life

Custom Painted Grille
Match any color code, wood stain, or 
paint sample to complement any room
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Cover: Installation by Monarch AV
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